
=METAL SLUG=   
Rough Draft 

 
Drop-in: Free 
 
You find yourself plummeting towards a jungle below, don’t worry though, those trees 
will probably slow your fall. You have no useful memories or allies to help you survive the 
ongoing war, good luck! 
 
Rebel Army: (100 CP) 
 
Disgusted by the corruption of the Regular Army, an undying loyalty to your General, 
simply in it to blow things up, whatever the reason you’re now part of the Rebel Army. 
So far it looks like you might win this war but rumors say some Rambo wannabe has 
been causing problems, better keep an eye out. 
 
Regular Army: (100 CP) 
 
As a soldier it is up to you to protect the world against rebels, robots, aliens, zombies, 
mutants, evil spirits, and acid spewing snails, yes, acid spewing snails. What, having 
second thoughts? Tough luck recruit, you’re in the army now! Survive long enough and 
you may be selected to join Peregrine Falcon Squad or S.P.A.R.R.O.W.S. 
 
Mars People: (200 CP) 
 
Fans of H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds and Japanese hentai rejoice, you are now an alien 
octopus of Mars. After years of bidding your time the day has come to begin the invasion 
of Earth domination of man!  
 
Skills and Abilities 
*IN PROGRESS 
 
Companions 
*Option for importing companions 
*Cannon characters will be available (their faction dependent) 
*Friendly Mars Person (may be a little handsy) 
*Hyakutaro Ichimonji confirmed 
 
Equipment 
 
Sidearm (Free): When a Yeti is about to turn you into an ice sculpture you don’t want to 
draw your weapon before realizing you’re out of ammo, thankfully that is no longer an 
issue. You receive an M1911, spore blaster for Mars People, which will never run out of 
bullets. There is a catch, the weapon doesn’t cause much damage to enemies and has a 
slow reloading time. 



 
Iron Lizard (400): What’s better then a gun that shoots bullets? One that fires remote-
controlled missile cars! Pull the trigger and watch this RC car zoom across the ground 
towards your target and detonate in a ball of blue flames. Strong against infantry but 
weak against vehicles and not much use against targets off the ground. 
 
Enemy Chaser (400): Enemy being cowards and hiding behind cover? No longer an issue 
with these homing rockets. While not as powerful as a regular rocket launcher and not 
very effective against vehicle it comes with an increased ammunition capacity. 
 
Laser Gun (200): When bullets won’t do the job lasers will, destroy vehicles and anyone in 
between with a blast of neon light. While satisfying to watch your enemy blow away in a 
cloud of ash the laser requires a large amount of power limiting the number of shots 
before needing more energy cells.  
 
Zantetsu Sword (600): Not your average blade, this sword boosts your melee attacks by 
allowing you to launch short-range waves of energy that can deflect bullets and destroy 
armored vehicles. Does not grant you bullet quick reflexes. 
 
Thunder Cloud (600): A canister of nanobots that when deployed creates an artificial 
cloud that will follow you and zap nearby enemies with bolts of lightning. After losing it’s 
charge the cloud will burst in a downpour of rain and disappear, expect to get wet.    
 
*Metal Slug options with some customization planned 
*Camel Slug confirmed because it’s a fucking camel that shoots lasers! 
*Slug Flyer 
*Marco’s bandana, channel the Rambo in you 
 
 
Drawbacks max 3, limit 1000CP 
*Stuck as Zombie or Mummy 
*Forever Undead: being turned into a zombie or mummy is instant death, end jump 
*”Moment on the lips forever on the hips”: Gain weight like crazy, can only lose it if you 
find diet-powder canisters 
*Handgun no longer has unlimited ammo? 
*Can only carry max of 2 weapons? 
*Start as POW and spend #years imprisoned until rescued. Aliens get experimented on in 
Area 51? 
*Wimpy Slug: vehicles can withstand less damage 
*Hope you like 8-bit: Spend 10 years with 8-bit picture and audio, enjoy! 
 
  
 
 


